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Mass extinctions have
regularly devastated life
on Earth – but have we
been missing a crucial
ingredient in explaining
them, asks Colin Barras

ARTH, 255 million years ago. The curtain
is falling on a Lost World fantasy. At its
peak, our Palaeozoic planet boasted lush
forests packed with 30-metre-tall relatives
of the tiny club mosses and horsetails that
exist today. Giant 2.5-metre-long millipedes
scuttled across the ground, while dragonflylike insects with wing spans of 70 centimetres
flitted through the skies. The seas swarmed
with scorpion-like creatures over 2 metres long
and predatory fish of 10 metres and more.
Some 252 million years ago, this world was
gone – transformed by the most traumatic
wave of extinctions life on our planet has ever
experienced. The mass killing that ended the
age of the dinosaurs 65 million years ago grabs
all the headlines, but it snuffed out only threequarters of plant and animal species. The
“Great Dying” – more formally known as the
Permian-Triassic or end-Permian extinction –
did for over 90 per cent. Even insects suffered,
a hardy group that generally sails through
extinctions unscathed. In the impoverished
aftermath of the Great Dying, microbes seized
their chance to dominate the world that had
been theirs before the dawn of animal and
plant life. It took 10 million years for more
complex organisms to wrest back control.
But what caused the Great Dying?
A meteorite strike like the one that seems to
have sealed the fate of the dinosaurs? Volcanic
or tectonic convulsions? The ravages of a
humble microbe? To the long list of possible
culprits and accomplices we can now add
another, controversial entry – fracking.
Fracking hit the headlines recently as a
technique for breaking apart rocks to extract
trapped hydrocarbons for burning as fuel.
But a new theory suggests that natural
fracking on a truly epic scale caused the
Great Dying. Not only that – it could be the
missing ingredient to explain exactly why

the dinosaurs were so quickly snuffed out at
the end of the Cretaceous.
Two decades ago, we thought we had nailed
the cause of that infamous mass extinction –
and by extension of all the five or six we
know about. Rock sequences of the right age
all over the world carry anomalously high
concentrations of iridium, a metal rare at
Earth’s surface but common in asteroids. These
same rock sequences often carry unusual
quartz crystals that seem to have experienced
an extreme physical shock. It all squares with
the idea that an extraterrestrial rock hit Earth,
sending shock waves through its surface and
spraying debris into the atmosphere. This
debris created an “impact winter”, blocking
out sunlight for years and starving plants of
the energy they needed to grow – and animals
of the plants they needed to eat.

Impact science
The clincher came in 1991 with the
identification of a huge 65-million-year-old
dent in the Gulf of Mexico, the 180-kilometrediameter Chicxulub crater (Geology, vol 19,
p 867). Everyone was enthralled – geologists,
too. The discovery fitted the idea that the
largest extinctions are rare events brought
about by extraordinary conditions. “From
1990 to 2000, the paradigm was that mass
extinction is always related to impacts,” says
palaeontologist Peter Ward of the University
of Washington in Seattle, who describes
himself as a “true believer” throughout
that time.
And so geologists raced off in search of
iridium anomalies and shocked quartz to
coincide with other extinctions. Some traces
were indeed found in end-Permian rocks in
Australia and Antarctica – but in unconvincing
concentrations, just one-tenth of those
>
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Flood basalts in Siberia are evidence of a convulsive
bout of volcanism some 250 million years ago

associated with the demise of the dinos. Not
only that, but at the time of the end-Permian
extinction, in place of an impact winter there
was a greenhouse summer. “Temperatures
prior to the extinction were basically the
same as they are today, but the early Triassic
was a hothouse world,” says Richard Twitchett
of Plymouth University, UK. The peak
of extinction occurred just as Earth’s
temperature began to shoot up, probably
by some 8 to 10 °C, he says.
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Wrong numbers

location location location
Henrik Svensen at the University of Oslo,
Norway, has long argued that location is
crucial to grasping the consequences of
events like asteroid impacts (New Scientist,
8 December 2007, p 42). About 214 million
years ago a massive space rock hit north-east
Canada, forming the 100-kilometre-wide
Manicouagan crater. Yet it seems to have had
little effect on the global ecosystem. What
are we to make of that?
Svensen’s hunch is that the Manicouagan
asteroid hit inert, hard crystalline rock rather
than sediments stuffed full of climatechanging gases that were subsequently
released, as has been suggested happened
before the end-Permian extinction 252 million
years ago (see main story). “This may explain
why sometimes impacts trigger global
disasters and sometimes they just trigger
local effects but no mass extinction,” he says.
In fact, he goes so far as to suggest that
a similar “fracking” process could have been
the X-factor that turned the Chicxulub
asteroid into a dinosaur killer. Most
geologists think the size of this asteroid
alone explains its lethal effect, but Svensen
points out that the rock struck a thick
sequence of sediments, rich in salty deposits
called evaporites. As a rule, evaporites
contain a lot of sulphur that can escape into
the atmosphere, causing extensive acid rain.
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“This might help explain why that extinction
was so big,” says Svensen (see diagram, right).
If there is any truth to such ideas, that
means that there are especially vulnerable
spots on Earth today. We might particularly
wish an incoming asteroid to avoid a place
like the Williston Basin, which straddles
Montana, the Dakotas and Saskatchewan
in North America, for instance – a major
site for present-day human fracking
activities. “They could be vulnerable,” says
Eric Tohver at the University of Western
Australia in Perth.
Peter Ward at the University of Washington
in Seattle is sniffy. “An impact is an impact,”
he says. No matter where it hits, it’s going to
throw up so much stuff into the atmosphere
that you would get several years without
a summer.” He thinks the Manicouagan
impact – and indeed Brazil’s Araguainha
impact – failed to make a global impression
simply because they were too small. Large
though the Manicouagan crater is, it would fit
into Chicxulub three times over. “It seems to
me that there is an impact threshold,” he says.
According to this view, impacts have to be
exceptionally large, like Chicxulub, to trigger
a mass extinction – but it doesn’t matter
where on Earth they fall. It’s pretty safe to
say we wouldn’t be entirely happy following
a large impact anywhere on the planet.

The template simply didn’t fit. That’s why
Ward and many other researchers have since
leaned towards an alternative explanation.
Improvements in geological dating over
the past 20 years have confirmed that the
end‑Permian extinction coincided with a
huge explosion of volcanic activity that
covered 2.5 million square kilometres of
present-day Siberia with lava. Below ground,
these “flood basalts” may cover an area at
least twice the size.
“What starts things cascading out of control
has to be the flood basalts,” says Ward. As the
volcanoes sputtered out lava, they would also
have vented a huge amount of carbon dioxide
into the atmosphere, perhaps enough to
trigger catastrophic global warming – and
possibly even to create after-effects felt to
this day (see “Smoked out”, page 46).
Or perhaps not. “The numbers don’t quite
stack up,” says Paul Wignall, who researches
the Great Dying at the University of Leeds
in the UK. Extensive though the Siberian
volcanoes were, they would have released
perhaps 20,000 gigatonnes of CO2 into the
atmosphere – vastly more than the 30-odd
gigatonnes we are pumping out annually, but
less than one-fifth of that needed to account
for the dramatic warming seen 252 million
years ago. On top of that, the flood basalts
formed over millions of years, whereas fossil
evidence seems to suggest the extinction was
much more rapid, occurring on a timescale of
10,000 to 60,000 years.
That’s why Eric Tohver, a geologist at the
University of Western Australia in Perth, is still
keen on the asteroid theory. But if there is no
evidence for a large impact around that time,
well then – it must have been a small one.
Tohver and his colleagues have been
studying an impact structure known as the
Araguainha crater in central Brazil. Dating
such craters is not easy, but they have pinned
this one down to 254.7 million years ago, give
or take 2.5 million. “We can certainly say that

Small impact, big impact
Size might not be the only factor determining the deadliness of impacts from space, according to a new theory
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Earthquakes caused by this relatively small
impact might have “fracked” methane from
shale rocks beneath, causing massive global
warming and the Great Dying

A similar fracking effect could have released
sun-blocking sulphurous gases during this large
impact, shutting down photosynthesis in plants
and causing acid rain. The dinosaurs die out

The stability of the rocks underlying this
impact site prevented the release of
climate-changing gases

it’s compatible with an end-Permian age,”
says Tohver. It is no Chicxulub – at barely
40 kilometres across, it could comfortably
fit inside the larger crater 20 times over.
What lies beneath may be the key. Back then,
Tohver suspects, the area was covered by
an extensive shallow sea underlain by
an impermeable layer of mudstone and,
underneath that, large deposits of methane,
oozing from rock layers that even today are
rich in organic carbon.
Tohver’s idea is that when the asteroid hit,
it triggered a wave of powerful earthquakes
of magnitudes between 9.3 and 10.5 that
fractured the mudstones for 1000 kilometres
around the impact, and forced up methane
rich sands from below. He sees evidence for
this scenario in vertical sand structures that
have cut through the Permian rocks formed
before the impact, but not through younger
rock layers formed since the impact
(Palaeogeography, Palaeoclimatology,
Palaeoecology, vol 387, p 66).
It is a process similar in spirit, at least, to
fracking, or hydraulic fracturing, in which
fluids are pumped down into rocks to break
them up and release their trapped methane.
Whereas the methane released in humaninduced fracking is (largely) captured for
burning in power stations, all the methane
set free by the Araguainha impact would have
escaped into the atmosphere – according to

Tohver’s calculations based on carbon
isotopes found in surrounding rocks, as
much as 1600 gigatonnes of the stuff.
Since methane is a much more powerful
greenhouse gas, emissions on the
Brazilian scale are equivalent to perhaps
135,000 gigatonnes of CO2 – more than
enough to explain the global warming
252 million years ago that sent ecosystems
spiralling out of control.
The comparison with modern-day fracking
is admittedly hyperbolic, but makes the
hypothesis nicely topical, Wignall says. But
he just isn’t convinced, not least because the
range of timings for the Araguainha impact
only just encompasses the timing of the
extinction. “The dating is speculative,”

”What lay at the impact
site may have been
the key: an extensive
shallow sea and,
beneath that, large
deposits of methane”

he says. He thinks the vertical sand structures
that Tohver’s team link to their burst of endPermian fracking could simply reflect local
seismic disturbances over millions of years
with no link to the impact at all.
Henrik Svensen at the University of Oslo,
Norway, is more enthusiastic about the
general idea – and even thinks asteroidtriggered fracking might explain the extent
of the extinction that did for the dinosaurs
(see “Location, location, location”, left). But
he is less sure that Tohver is on the right track
with Araguainha. As far as the end-Permian
extinction is concerned, he says fracking,
yes – but impact, no.
A decade ago, Svensen and his colleagues
began studying the Siberian flood basalts in
a bid to work out how volcanic activity there
could have led to global devastation. Their
attention was drawn to a number of unusual
circular features marked on Russian geological
maps. “We saw these structures on the map
and decided we had to go and study them,”
he says.
They turned out to be “truly amazing” –
unique chimney-like structures cutting
vertically through the rocks, filled with
volcanic materials, sediments and salty
deposits called evaporites. When he and his
colleagues took samples from these pipes back
to the lab and heated them up, they generated
large quantities of methyl chloride and methyl
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bromide – gases that readily destroy ozone in
the atmosphere.
Svensen’s idea is that the Siberian volcanic
eruptions did spew some greenhouse gases
directly into the atmosphere – but more
significantly, they baked organic-rich shales
and evaporites lying underneath the area.
The effect of this process was to generate up
to 100,000 gigatonnes of CO2 and thousands
of gigatonnes of halocarbons like methyl
chloride all within 100,000 years. Initially,
these gases accumulated in pockets at depth,
but as the pressure grew the rock above
couldn’t take it and eventually fractured to
create the chimney-like structures, each of
which explosively vented greenhouse gases
and ozone-destroying chemicals high into
the atmosphere.
This could account for the extreme global
warming that would have sent some species
to their death, but there is also an extra kill
factor. As atmospheric ozone declined, more
ultraviolet light would have reached Earth’s
surface, harming even the species that
survived the global warming. One piece of
evidence in support of this scenario is the
virtual disappearance of forests during the
end-Permian extinction. Wignall points out
that this should not have occurred if the
events were entirely down to global warming.

“Warm-loving plants should have headed
for the poles, and yet the polar forests were
completely wiped out,” he says.
Others have found direct evidence that
ozone depletion played at least a part in the
extinction. Cindy Looy and her colleagues at
the University of California, Berkeley, have
found, for example, that unusually shaped
spores and pollen in late-Permian rocks are

Smoked out
The end-Permian extinction, or Great Dying,
252 million years ago was certainly not good
news for 90 per cent of the species on Earth
(see main story) – but it may be claiming human
lives even today.
In the early 1980s, health authorities
in China became aware that cases of lung
cancer not associated with smoking were
20 times higher in parts of Yunnan province,
in the south of the country, than elsewhere.
A likely source of the problem was quickly
identified, says David Large, a geologist at the
University of Nottingham, UK: the combustion
of coal in cast-iron stoves kept inside without
adequate ventilation, releasing potentially
carcinogenic polyaromatic hydrocarbons.
The mystery was that coal was burned in
a similar way in other areas without those
effects. One possibility was that locals in
Yunnan were genetically predisposed to
lung cancer. Large and his colleagues have
a different idea.
“No one has thought to ask if the coal itself
was different – and it is,” he says. His team
has found tiny, sharp grains of silica, recently
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identified as a possible carcinogen, in the fuel.
Large thinks he knows how it got there. The
coal dates to the very latest stages of the
Permian, and would still have been peat during
the end-Permian mass extinction. During the
formation of the vast Siberian volcanic region
around this time, gases released into the
atmosphere made rainwater more acidic,
dissolving surface rocks and leaving the
groundwater unusually rich in silica – silica
that eventually made its way into the coal
(Environmental Science and Technology,
vol 43, p 9016).
“It’s a fascinating piece of detective work,”
says Large. “It shows there is a geological basis
for a lung cancer epidemic, which links it to
this mass extinction more than 250 million
years ago.”
Richard Twitchett of Plymouth University,
UK, needs more convincing that the series of
events happened that way, and points out that
the source of the silica might be closer to the
coal’s home. “We know from ash beds that there
was extensive late-Permian volcanism in south
China,” he says.
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”As the pressure grew, eventually
the rock blew, explosively venting
ozone‑destroying chemicals”

similar to anomalies in conifer tree pollen
close to the site of the Chernobyl nuclear
accident in Ukraine. Strange pollen has also
been found in trees at high altitudes in New
Zealand near the hole in the ozone shield.
All of this is consistent with high levels
of radiation.
Natural fracking is admittedly not the
only mechanism that could raise global
temperatures while generating ozonedestroying gases. One recent alternative
proposal is that the Siberian flood basalts
originated from an unusual area of the mantle
that could have released huge quantities of
both CO2 and ozone-destroying hydrogen
chloride without any extra fracking effect
(Nature, vol 477, p 312).
The stark truth is that even after decades
of research, the greatest extinction ever to
have hit Earth remains a riddle. “The most
interesting thing about this puzzle is that
we are probably still not that near to actually
solving it,” says Looy.
Whether or not either Tohver’s or Svensen’s
fracking scenario ends up being the full
answer, or just part of it, it certainly helps
in shining a spotlight on an era that seems
strangely relevant as Earth enters another
bout of dangerous warming. “Fracking kills,”
as the artist Yoko Ono said at a demonstration
against the modern-day version of fracking in
the state of New York earlier this year. “It kills
the land, nature and, eventually, the whole
world.” Perhaps so – although not quite in the
way she meant.  n
Colin Barras is a freelance writer based near Ann
Arbor, Michigan

